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-J» -»> ->» - Summoning
a Ghost to your biddins
The chemist Van I lehnont in 1609
discovered an invisible substance, an
emanation from coal, that he named
"treist," meanintr trhost, shortened
in English to gas.
Onlv now do its miraculous possi-
bilities begin to be glimpsed. Only
now can modern industry, like a
latter-day Aladdin rubbing his lamp
to summon a vaporous genii, turn a
valve and order this Ghost to any
one ot a hundred tasks.
From the beginning, the problem
was one ofpiping. When Crane Co.,
a half centurv ago, set itself to
develop and produce the right mate-
rials for every gas and oil purpose,
it began an incalculably valuable
contribution to the solution ot
problems that had held back the gas
industry since the Chinese used
hollow bamboo.
So in the development of the natu-
ral and manufactured gas industry,
as in practically every other indus-
try, the Crane line ot valves, tittings,
fabricated piping, and specialties
have played an important part. No
matter what branch ot industry you
enter, you will tind Crane materials
playing a similarlv important part.
Vah, »CRAN E Fittings
PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM. LIQUIDS. OIL, GAS. CHEMICALS
CRANE CO , GENERAL OFFICES: 836S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET
Branclm and Sjla Offices m T-ivo Hundred Oties
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LINDE
PROCESS SERVICE
Assures
Dependable Welds
\ A /HEN American industry is called upon for welded construction or
assembly where the joint must be dependably strong and tight it
adopts oxy-acetylene welding under Linde Procedure Control.
Linde Procedure Control is available to users of Linde Oxygen as a
part of Linde Process Service. It provides design assistance, careful
attention to selection of materials, instruction in correct welding tech-
nique and all other essential factors of good welding practice. It trans-
lates methods proved from a fundamental welding background into the
actual needs of the specific welding application. It permits the Linde
organization to focus upon the problems of one user of Linde Oxygen
the combined experiences of thousands and the day-by-day discoveries
of a large research staff.
Several valuable and interesting technical booklets describing the
application of the oxy-acetylene process of welding and cutting in de-
sign, construction and fabrication are available. Tomorrow's engineers
will be expected to know how to apply this modern metal-working
process. Write us if you are interested.
THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
1S6 Producing Plants jIN^ 627 Warehouse Slocl<l
IN CANADA, DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO
District Offlc*!
Atlanta Denver New York
Baltimore Detroit Philadelphia
Birmingham El Paso Pittsburgh
Boston Houston St. Louis
BuKalo Kansas City Salt Lake City
Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco
Cincinnati Milwaukee Seattle
Cleveland Minneapolis Tulsa
New Orleans
LINDE OXYGEN PREST-O.LITE ACETYLENE OXWELD APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES UNION CARBIDE
'II 1 1; 'nxiiNocRAi'ii Min. I'JM
Illinois' Only Co-operative Book Stores
a
DRIVE
!
There's no thrill in all golf,
like a long, straight,
pcrcaming drive right down
the middle of the fairway.
A deep satisfaction surges
through your soul when
you have made such a shot
and will linger in your
memory long after the
game is over.
Any of the
Drivers which we have in
Block will deliver such
shots for you.
You owe it to yourself to come in the store today
and look over our stock of MACGREGOR Clubs. There
arc certain to be some of them that will fit your style
exactly.
You will also be interested in many of our other
sporting goods.
{ Guaranteed racquets
by Lee
$3.00 to $15.00
Racquet presses and
balls. Re-stringin)^
$3.00 to $9.00
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The Skating Rink — Newest Addition
to the IlHni Campus
AvilRI-W Kl.KSKUSKI
FOOTBALL profits of the past have not only paiil
for their part in the construction of a number of
athletic buildings and met current expenses, but ha\e
also realized "(j" Huff's dream of the new building oji
the corner of Armory avenue and Fifth street—the
Skating Rink. The entire cost of this building, more
than $300,000, will be paid with the football profits of
the past and future, contributing to the campus another
attractive and useful edifice.
The architects, Holabird and Root of Chicago, have
used a modified Cjeorgian style of architecture, similar to
the Armory and other buildings on the campus so as to
create a stable harmony. The walls will have cornices
and trimmings of buff Bedford Indiana limestone.
The main building enclosing the rink will ha\e a
frontage of 208 feet on Fifth street and 141 feet on
Armory a\enue, while to the west on Armory avenue
there will be attached a service biulding 55 feet by 1()S
feet. Hand ball courts will be provided directly in the
rear of the service building and on the outside wall of
the arena.
The general contract ran close to $200,000, and was
supervised by Joseph A. Hughes, to whom credit is due
for much of the information in this article. The super-
vision for the architect was in the hands of NLirtin F.
Carroll, a. c. '28. The plumbing cost on this building
is about ^.v^OOO and that of electrical work about
$20,000.
The ground was broken for the building about Feb-
ruary 1 and excavation proceeded iiiiniediately. The
general excavation volume was approximately 4500 yards,
including the excavation for the service room, the arena
floor, and the tunnel which runs around the entire arena.
The first ten feet was black dirt on top of yellow clay
which ran down for about four feet to integrate into
about two feet of silicious clay almost jelly-like in its
appearance, at the bottom of which lay a stratum of haiil,
blue gumbo clay, forming into a hard pan, giving the
substance a good, solid, clean base of high bearing power.
The characteristics of the soil did not alter within \\\c
period of excavation to the pouring of concrete, as the
bottom of the hole remained dry owing to the dry winter
and exceptionallv' fine weather during the month nl I'eb-
ruary.
The excavation was all done fiom the top with a
drag-line bucket, the shovel never once moving into the
hole. Of course, it was obvious that there was more lost
motion and less speed with this type than with a dipper
bucket excavator. Forethought and conditions of the
job explain the use of this machine. The service room
excavation was of two depths, one about 1 1 feet below
the surface for the locker room and shower rooms, and
the other down about 15 feet for the compressor and
machinery room. Therefore, to move down into the hole
meant that the shovel could not reach the truck from
the 15-foot depth as the maximum lift is about 15 feet
I//"-'
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mix. Crushed stone and river sand were uscii :in the
coarse and fine aggregate respectively. In part ot tlic
batches the water was added by volume, and in others
the water-cement ratio was used. The mixer used was
of Jj-yard capacity, gasoline power driven, and mounted
on a 3-toot piattorm oft the ground and its axles laid
upon timbers to keep it in a firm position. It was
charged with wheelbarrows into the skip and discharged
after a minute's mix into concrete buggies which carried
the concrete to the forms, (lood puddling and spading
Ftt/ure 7
in the walls, which were reinforced with ]/, and ^ inch
steel gave them a fine surface finish devoid of honey-
combs. The lumber for the frames was all new, and
therefore needed no oiling. The forms were built into
panels and the outside wall panel set to lines and braced.
Then the reinforcing steel was set up and wired together
at intersections, whereupon the inside wall panel closed
the form and was well braced with 4".\4"s. The forms
were tied with V^" iron rod ties. Figure 1 (frontis-
piece), shows the construction of the walls. Fortunately,
owing to the perfect weather, no anti-freeze mixture or
protection from frost was needed, other than a bit of
straw covering for the exposed top of the wall. Xo ad-
mixtures were used and laboratory tests upon a number
of specimens of the concrete mix showed an average
strength of the concrete at seven days to be 1 400 pounds
per square inch, and 2300 pounds at 28 days.
The tunnel inside wall was poured with double bars
left extending through the top of the wall as a provision
for tieing the sub-floors of the arena to it. Reinforced
concrete cantilever slab floor is built over the tunnel
separate from the Hoor of the arena. (See figure 2).
Figure 3 shows the inside of the tunnel wall. Figures
4 and S show the wire mesh around the column and the
reinforcing steel laid in the form for the cantilever Hoor
over the tunnel. You will notice that the reinforcing
steel is evenly spread and wired at each intersection, held
up by steel bents to give proper depth between the steel
and the surface of the Hoor. This Hoor was supported
b\ temporary timber columns underneath and by its edge
resting upon blocks laid on the inside tunnel wall. The
tunnel Hoor will be surfaced with a wood floor, therefore
clips were imbedded in the surface of the concrete to
hold the nailing strips in place. The basement Hoor of
the service building (figure 7) is laid down upon a
well-tamped cinder base reinforced with meshed steel.
.A wood Hoor will be laid upon sleepers in the concrete
Hoor.
The first Hoor of the ser\ice building (figure 6) is of
steel pan construction. It is heavily reinforced with ^"
steel.
The floor of the arena or the rink floor is built in-
dependently of the rest of the building. The actual ice
area of this floor is 193'-3"xl23'-4" which can be
divided into three rings of 125'-4"x64'-2" running per-
pendicular to the main axis of the building or one regu-
lation rink of 185'x85' providing all goals and judges'
boxes. Any one or all of these can be constructed with
ease as needed on comparatively short notice as barriers.
/Vm "'' Tafi Slab
In i'xIZS Ss^ncni - 0russ
J Trips Sc/'^^"
'egn^
/g - C'nJerS
Crc^s Oecta /?ink r/c,
I'ti/iir
boxes, and goals are removable. This can all be removed
and the rink turned over to skaters of whom about 1000
can be accommodated. On the west side of the arena are
two snow pits (2 '-6" deep) provided with removable
floors and steam pipes to drain the snow which must be
swept of? from time to time. Figure 8 shows a cross-
section of the skating floor. Eighteen inches of cinders
are laid and well tamped above the 8" tile drain. Upon
(Conlinuiii on Page IS)
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Making It Gold for the Skaters
I'rok. H. |. M acintikk
THE skatiiiij link tor the L'liiversitv of Illinois will
be liy-iy/' wide by 193'-8y;" long with IX'AV
radius corners. This gives an arena of about 24.()()()
square feet, or about 50% more than the rink at Ann
Arbor. Allowing 20 square feet per skater this will per-
mit 1,200 skaters on the ice with ease, and allowing 12
feet per skater a maxinuim of 2,000 persons can use the
floor at one time.
The method used for providing refrigeration is called
the brine system. A non-freezing calcium chloride solu-
tion is cooled by the operation of a refrigerating machine
to about 10°F and this brine is circulated through piping
laid on close centers. The piping is accurately leveled
either fastened to sleepers and partly covered with sand
or embedded in concrete. The Illinois rink will be of
the latter design, using the so-called Funk system and a
provision for expansion every six feet, with brass strips
for expansion joints which will run parallel to the piping.
The finished concrete floor will be troweled smooth ainl
le\el. The upper finished floor containing the brine
|iipes will be 3^ inches thick, and will rest on a layer
of sand which in turn is laid on concrete, as described
in another article in this issue.
In operation the upper floor will be chilled by circu-
lating the brine at about 10°F. When the Boor is suf-
ficiently cold a spray of water will be directed on it ami
an ice thickness will be built up. During operation the
spray will need to be used daily and as the ice thickness
becomes excessive a plow will shave off the ice and the
snow will be removed. An ice thickness of less than 1 ' j
inches is maintained always.
The refrigerating imits are two lOxU) twin vertical
single-acting, enclosed type ammonia compressors direct
connected to 100 horse-power 2300-volt three-phase 60-
cycle synchronous motors operating at 300 r.p.ni.
These compressors have a normal capacity of about 75
tons of refrigeration each, or the ability to absorb 15,000
H. t. u. per minute apiece. University water will be used
in the horizontal multi-pass shell and tube ammonia con-
densers which will require from 300 to 400 gallons of
water per minute when operating at full capacity. In
these condensers the compressed ammonia gas from the
compressors is liquified in order that it may be vaporized
again in the brine cooler during the absorption of hear
from the brine.
The liquid ammonia is fed to the horizontal shell and
tube brine cooler by means of a float valve which main-
tains a constant level of liquid at the evaporation pressure
of about 20 pounds per square inch, at which boiling of
the ammonia takes place. The brine is cooled some 3 oi'
4°F and leaves the brine cooler at temperatures from 12
to 10°F. For circulation of the brine there will be a
600 and a 900-gallon-per-minute pump direct connected
to induction motors and the brine flows through S-incli
pipes to the tunnel on the west side of the arena, where
a 3-pipe system is used in order to make the path of all
brine circuits the same, and therefore the resistance to
flow equal for all circuits.
The individual pipes in the floor are 1'4 inch steel
pipe, welded, on 4j/ inch centers, and the hair-pin coil
is used, whereby the feed passes across the rink ami re-
turns in the adjacent pipe. All brine circuits, then, con-
sist of a passage across the rink and a return in the pipe
next to it. There will be some ^ 1 "> pipes vuider the floor
or over 1^ nules of pipe. The brine on its return to the
compressor room will flow into a brine tank S'-S' and
20 feet long, ami this additional brine contained in the
tank will act somewhat as a reserxe capacity when the
peak load occurs.
In operation the ice will be kept at a point where
the surface is about 32°F. Under these conditions the
ice is not brittle ami the amount of snow formed becomes
a minimum. 'Phe load however is one which varies
o\er a wide range, being a function of the number of
persons on the floor. As the attemlance will \ary greatly
the great problem will be to anticipate the load and never
get a wet ice surface. The skating rink, like many ap-
lications of refrigeration, is a simple one, but the load
cannot be calculated with any precision. There is a
certain amount of doubt as to what load will be imposed
on the rink. Howexcr, the Illinois rink will be operated
r;»«/., innin iiistdll/ilioii similar In llial Jisirilu'J
hy I'rof. Miuinli,,-
continuously and therefore will not be subjecteil to the
difficulties that prevail in the Chicago Stadium or the
New York Madison Square (lardeii where a hockey
game may be on one night and an auto show or a six-day
bicycle race may commence the next.
The ice-skating rink without doubt will be the pop-
ular winter sport of the future. There will always be a
glass-like surface of ice morning, afternoon, or night,
every day. The ice surface will be the same whether the
outside temperature is moderate or very cold, and the air
temperature insitle the rink will be nominal at about 40
near the ice, and (){)''¥ in the balcony .seats.
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The Engineer and the RaihT)ads
K. A. li.ADI.in'
IT
IS ;il\\;i\s :i pii-asLiic lor iiu' to come into contact
with aiu K'oi'P cngajjfd in some phase of cnjjincerinji.
You young iihmi who arc studyin"; the tundanieiitals
of engineering ha\-e to that extent already begun \our
career in that profession.
It is the genius of the engineei- that has made possible
many of the almost miraculous things we see about us
today; that has made possible the practical application of
discoveries in the field of pure science to the affairs of
every day life and has to a large extent made possible the
remarkable advance of civilization.
Railroads are the very backbone of our national eco-
nomic structiu'e and must continue as such, for without
adequate transportation the nation will cease to exist and
engineers are required not only in their construction but
in their maintenance, operation and management.
Main of our railroad officials, from presidents down
to minor executives, have had their start in the engineer-
ing department. With the present day problem of eco-
nomical and efficient management confronting the rail-
roads to a greater extent than ever before in their history,
it is my opinion that more and more officials for the op-
erating and managerial branches of the railroad organi-
zations will be drawn from the engineers. Any young
man who has devoted a certain number of years to the
task of securing an education along engineering lines is
ambitious and his main thought, in considering employ-
ment, is of his future advancement.
There is plenty of room at the top for really com-
petent engineers in the railroad organizations of today
and tomorrow.
It is reported that James H. Eads, who designed and
constructed the beautiful and efficient steel arch bridge
over the Mississippi River at St. Louis, could not run a
transit and some people thought he could not, therefore,
be very much of an engineer; on the other hand one of
the most skillful instrumentmen I ever knew is still oc-
cupying that same position after some twenty years of
experience and at a salary of about $150 per month. I
mention this merely to indicate to you my conception
that engineering is not simply technical education and
skill but must be supplemented by imagination and com-
mon sense, the latter in large quantities.
Some people have felt that the training of an en-
gineer has a tendency to destroy him as an executive but
I believe that training of this nature does not destroy
any native quality but rather lays a svibstantial founda-
tion for future growth along such lines.
Among the qualities required in an executive are a
quick intelligence, sound judgment, energy, a strong will
and above all a great moral courage. These qualities are
greatly aided by a broad general knowledge of men and
affairs, together with the fundamental principles of en-
gineering and business methods.
The fundamental principles of engineering are given
to you in your school life and must be kept in mind as the
foundation without which no lasting structure can be
built. The knowledge of men and affairs you will ac-
quire as you progress through school and through your
after life, in other words, "experience."
Our engineering schools are not trying to turn out
finished transitmen but rather to lav the foundation for
leadeis ;uul executives, ajul it once in a while they turn
out an executive great enough to be presitlent of the
Inited States they have not failed in this work.
Planning for the future is pre-eminently the function
of tlie engineer and this is as true in railroad work as in
any other lines of engineering endeavor. One of the first
things leiiuired in any investigation is to secure a knowl-
edge of the facts in the situation under consideration and
then having found the facts to face them. If fact-finding
is the first task of the engineer then fact-facing is
certainly his first duty.
I have come in contact with some men in my ex-
perience as a railroad engineer who have been inclineil
to let .sentiment or a pre-conceived idea influence their
interpretation of the facts before them or to form their
opinion and judgment based on an alleged of incomplete
set of facts and thus endeavor to support a position which
may be entirely erroneous. Such a proceeding is fatal
to the successful handling of any work, particularly to
that of the engineer. The attitude of the engineer to-
ward truth must be obvious. If he ignores or defies it he
fails, as will the physical structures which he attempts to
erect on insecure foundations. The spread of scientific
research and of engineering practice is nothing more or
less than the spread of the truth.
Railroad engineering in our day covers a much wider
field than simply the running of lines and grades for new
construction and the design and erection of bridges and
other structures. It goes deep into the signal and train
control systems and methods for the safe and expeditious
handling of traffic over the line; the design of engine
and freight terminals for the economical handling of en-
gines and cars, and ways and means of reducing costs
and increasing efficiency.
Hundreds of miles of railroad have been rebuilt or
relocated to reduce grades and eliminate curavature or
shorten the line, at costs running into millions of dollars,
based upon engineers' studies of traffic conditions and
their recommendations for such improvements.
The railroad engineer must also be somewhat of an
accoLuitant so that he can properly analyze the basic
figures from which he is to draw a part of his conclusions
and also to make his estimates of costs and of savings
in such manner that they will indicate the true situation
and show whether or not the work under construction is
economically sound.
The ability to prepare a neat, well planned report
should be cidti\ated by the \oung railroad engineer, in
which he sets forth logicallv, clearly and concisely the
essential parts of the stud\-, with his conclusions and
definite recommendations.
Such a report is appreciated by his superior officers
,111(1 draws favorable attention to its maker.
(ireat things are accomplished only through co-opera-
tion and co-ordination of effort and that means "organi-
zation."
"Organization" can be :i|i|ilied to the iiuii\idual as
well .as to masses of man and has, I consider, been ver\
well summed up by Sir Henry Thornton, as follows:
"Nothing so makes for results as organization, the
IConlinued on Paije 21)
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The Construction of an Industrial
Water Softening Tank
Cask M. Ri tledge '31
// innir firs/ pltuf in Sihtii'fcr Essay ('.anli
THE design and erection of a single reaction tank
large enough to supply all the softened water needed
for the boilers of the electric plants of a city of 100,-
000 popidation ofiers several engineering problems not
generally encountered in ordinary practice. Such a tank
was built last summer, 1930, for the Central Illinois
Light compan\- of Peoria, Illinois. The old reaction
tank and heater had become inadequate, and a new tank
of 400,000 pounds per hour capacity, based on a two and
one-half hour settling period, was installed. In order to
deliver such a quantity, the tank had to be designed to
hold over 1,000,009 pounds of water. The tank was
placed on the edge of the Illinois river, near a group of
buildings belonging to the company, for convenience and
ready access to water. Although the water taken from
the river is not as clean as city water, it is softer and the
cost is nil.
The old reaction tank and heater were first dis-
mantled, and all materials saved that could be used on
the new tank. In excavating it was found necessary
to move two blow-off lines and a 14" sewer. Part of
the buttresses of a dike wall also had to be removed to
obtain the required area.
The first problem to be overcome was the necessity
of supporting 900 tons on a space 30'-0" in diameter
—
675 square feet. To accomplish this 97 yellow pine
pressure creosoted retention piles were driven by a Xo.
7 McKiernan-Terry steam driven hammer. The piles
coidd be dri\en to a depth of 15 to 20 feet, where the>'
struck rock shale. When all the piles had been driven.
1 !,IIU, I
the capacit)' of eacli was computed b\ the "Ijigineeii
News Formula " for steam driven hanuners;
L = 2E
s + 0.1
where, L is the capacity in pounds,
/•,
, the energy of the hammer,
and .f, tlie average penetration for last blows.
The average capacity of the piles was about 30 tons, the
maximum being 32.1 tons and the minimum 28.0 tons.
All piles were cut at elevation 36'-0", and the forms
were prepared for pouring the concrete footing. The
footing was a circular ring two feet thick and six feet
wide, the average diameter of which was 31 '-6". The
reinforcing steel was placed on top of the piles ami the
concrete poured into the forms.
T/if Compl.lrJ Tank
The building for the tank was circular in plan,
2S'-b" in diameter and 62'-()" higli. -At elevation
bl'-iy/' a 10" concrete ring was poured for the tank
support bearing. The entire weight of the tank and
equipment is tratismitted to the building and the footing
at this point. The construction of the tank house was
discontinued here while the tank and heater were in-
stalled.
A space was pro\ided in the building below the re-
action tank for the chemical mixers, meters, and pumps.
A room was also provided above the tank around the
heater for automatic and maiuially operated valves. The
building was entirely of brick, except for the foundation
walls below the ground surface which were concrete.
Figure 1 shows the forms and reinforcing for the footing,
and figure 2 shows a section of the tank house.
The tank itself was a cylinder, 29'-0" in diameter,
with a domical top and an inverted 45 cone at the base.
The cylindrical part was composed of four circular
(Continued on Page 14)
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A Senior Soliloquizes
Thoughts during the home stretch of college life are
a potpourri of retrospect and anticipation. Perhaps no
single event in our life—not even excepting the trip to
the j. p. with the gal of our choice—will ever mean such
a complete change in our mode of lixing, as that un-
comfortable day when we, with 1499 others, don monkish
robes and sweat through three hours of boloney and
receive the magic fleece.
Ah, that diploma! That passport to freedom! That
end and all of four years of living! Once again we can
drive wicked autymobeels without fear of those official-
looking letters that have spelled au revoir for so many of
our pals. Now our inferiority complex is vanquished.
Side by side with the I. C. S. boys and the fifteen-mi nute-
a-day men we can tell our bosses just what is the matter
with their business and build up salaries by leaps and
bounds. Now we can
—
Hut what we ii'i/l do is to shove over the blue-rib-
boned rolls we collected from high school, and grammar
school, and Sunday school, to make room for one more,
and push the drawer shut, and forget it.
A department head remarked the other day that an
educational institution is the only place in the world
where they gi\e you more than you want for your mone\'.
And we are inclined to agree with him. There is such
an endless amount of nothing that has to be done that
—
whether it is done or not—we leave here with the very
decided feeling that no one has to work harder than a
college student. And although we may face the future
with some qualms, thinking of the possibility of a sock
in the jaw if the foreman doesn't like our criticism, and
the loss of our job if we don't make it, we can at least
relax along toward evening, safe in the knowledge that
the boss is not going to give us a riddle to answer in ten
minutes when we reach the ofificc at eight next morning.
And evenings! Mondays and Tuesdays and on
tiirough the week, without ever having to lock ourselves
in a 16 by 20 den with a tower of books and a smoking
sliderule. Evenings when we can read—technical liter-
ature, magazines, poetry, or what-have-you—evenings
when we can trot out to the pictures or go dancing
without that feeling of heavy-heavy-hangs-over-your-head
that makes us all stoop-shouldered.
A frienil saiil yesterday that his life's vacation would
be over in four weeks. Vacation over? We think it's
just beginning.
Now for a few suggestions for minor changes in the
June 17 program: Let graduation day be spent in
knickers, and let us find our diplomas in the mail box
when we get back from the golf comse. Or if the pro-
prieties must be observed, let us send our fre.shmen over
to sit in our places while we gather on the porch for a
"Whoops, my dear, it's over!"
So long, folks!
And More Seriously—
We who leave the engineering school this spring are
carrying with us something more than pleasant memories
of college days. In four years there has been bred into
the heart and mind of each of us the knowledge that we
have received the best that is to be had in engineering
training.
And this is knowledge—not vain boasting or conceit.
No school can boast more starry names than Illinois can
count among her alumni. No school's graduates have
made her name more unixersally known and honored
than Illinois'. To no school do so many manufacturers
and builders look for the last word in engineering re-
search as to Illinois.
We are proud of the record of our experiment
station. Scarcely a branch of engineering but has felt
the effect of Illinois research. And we are proud of the
men who have made the station what it is
—
great men
like Ketchum, and Talbot, and Williams, and Paine,
and Cross and Wilson, and a score of others no less
worthy of mention.
And we are proud of the facult\, whose two out-
standing characteristics were so picturesquely described
the other day by a student—"They know their stuff, and
they're the best sports I ever knew.
"
In leaving, each of us has a deep appreciation for
all that has been done for him. And whether or not we
add our names to the list of famous Illini, each of us
leaves with the feeling that his four years here has made
the possibility of success much greater.
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To the New Staff—
Last fall we st-t out to do certain things. We were
going to help the treshnian in his task of orientation, by
describing in a series of articles the work of the varions
departments and by calling to his attention certain im-
portant features of the University. We were going to
provide, for the advanced student, articles on the re-
search work of the University and descriptions of current
engineering projects. We were going to portray in our
cover designs some features of remarkable engineering
achievements of the past. We were going to gi\e stu-
dents an opportunity for practice in technical writing.
We were going to provide a news medium for the use
of the various engineering organizations of the campus.
We have at least grazed most of these targets, but
our percentage of bullseyes has been far from perfect.
And now the time has come to bequeath our t\pe-
writer and pastepot and
—
yes, we had almost forgotten
!
—our wastebasket, to our duly elected successors. And
we do so without the least regret. If the Technograph
is to continue to make a place for itself on this campus
it needs new ideas—new men who can see further and
more clearly the channels in which it can serve—new
ideas in typography to improve its appearance—new
hands to guide it out of the ruts.
To the new staff we say: May people rush forward
with subscriptions next year as they did (not) this. Ma\
profes.sors and students pour onto your desk such volumes
of manuscript that you need never stir from your
sanctum in quest of copy. May your fertile brains con-
ceive at least one editorial during the year that will be
worth printing.
And to our readers: We hope we have made the
Technograph of sufficient interest and value to you this
year that you will want to be among our subscribers
again next fall.
The Engineer in Law and Finance
Ralph Street's stories of the problems connected witii
financing the Osage River power project left little doubt
in the minds of his audience last Tuesday that an en-
gineer, in addition to being technician and economist,
must be lawyer and diplomat as well.
After proving the "economic soiuidncss" of a scheme
involving large sums of capital the engineer interested in
promotion can seldom go to the bank and obtain the
necessary money. Far oftener the financing is a long,
nerve-wracking process requiring every iota of tact and
business acumen he possesses. It may take months to
find the proper backing, and even the soundest of pro-
jects may fall through on account of lack of push at this
critical period.
Legal entanglements are another phase of even small
pieces of engineering work which may completely destroy
any hope of successful accomplishments unless they are
skillfully handled. A hundred conflicting interests must
be safeguarded, a hinuired claims satisfied, all at the ex-
pense of much time and money.
The engineer who is conversant with law, then, and
with the principles of banking and finance, has wide
fields opened to him which a purely technically-trained
man could scarcely dare to venture upon. In these first
few post-college years particularly a close following of
legal decisions and finance through the daily press ma\
be of untold later worth.
The Cover Design— .4 Mayan Palace
So imbueil have we ever been with the importance of
European history and art that we have not, until re-
cently, realized that there lies buried in the tropical
jiuigles of Central America a forgotten cultural civiliza-
tion, worthy of the highest consideration.
At the time Imperial Rome was dazzling the ancient
world by the brilliance of its entertainments and the
magnificence of its architecture, there flourished on this
side of the Atlantic, a nation with an architecture .so fine
and a cixilization so brilliant as to rival even Rome in its
barbaric splendor.
This people, the Mayas, aptly called "The Greeks
of the \ew World," inhabited that portion of Central
America now known as Guatemala and Honduras. Their
important cities, Copan, Tikal, Quirigua, Seibal, and
many others, flourished at the beginning of the Chris-
tian era.
The architecture of the.se cities, with their great civic
center, about which clustered Temples, Pyramids, and
Palaces of a highly developed architecture in carefully
cut stone, elaborately ornamented with sculpture, all in
brilliant colors, evinced a civilization and a knowledge
comparable with any people of antiquity.
The typical Mayan construction is a faced concrete.
Tlie limestone, which abounds in nearly all parts of the
Mayan area, was burned into lime. This was then slaked
to make mortar and applied to a mass of broken lime-
stone. The facing stones were smoothed on the outside
and left rough hewn and pointed on the inside. It is
likeh that these facing stones were held in place between
forms and the lime mortar, and rubble filled in between.
The resulting wall was essentially monolithic.
The rooms of Mayan buildings are characteristically
vaulted but the roof is not a true arch with a keystone.
The vault, like the walls, is a solid mass of concrete that
grips the cut stone veneer ; and the entire vault must
have been held in place by a false work form while it
was hardening. Taking the single rectangular room as
the unit of construction the width was limited to the
span of the vault, which seldom exceeded twelve feet,
while the length w^as indeterminate.
The Mayan builders gave particular attention to the
question of stabilit\' which was attained directly b\' keep-
ing the center of gra\ity of the principal masses within
the supporting walls ratiier than by the use of binding
stones.
•Mayan buildings are of two principal kinds. One is
a temple pure and simple and the other has been called
a palace. The temple is a rectangular structure crowned
with one or more doorways and is approached by a broad
stairuay. The pyramid is ordinarily a solid mass of
rubble and earth faced with cement or cut stone and
rarely contains compartments. Some temples have but
a single chamber while others have two or more cham-
bers, the central or innermost one being specially de-
veloped into a sanctuary. The so-called palaces arc
clusters of rooms on low and often irregular platforms.
The origin of the Ma\a civilization, like man\- other
mooted questions is still a matter of speculation. Students
of Mayan Archaeology find striking similarity in Mayan
art and that of the Buddhist East. Perhaps research in
the future may prove definitely that Buddhist influences
shaped this early American civilization. The V^iking ad-
ventures of a thousand years later appear less intrepid
after a bit of reflection with respect to the probable Maya
colonizations.
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NOTES
I^lcclrical l^iiiiinccriiij*
l'i()tc%M)i> Knight and Paiiic attended
ii>minittec mcetinKs of the CIrcat Lakes
division of the National electric lijllit as-
sociation, held at Chicago, April 9. Fol-
lowing the meetings, a banquet was held
for them at the Bal Tahirn.
Professors Brown and Paine attended
a meeting of the advisory committee ol
co-operative investigations of testing high
voltage cables, April 18.
The department recently received trnjo
the Hell Telephone company, 150 feet ot
•1-50 pairs of telephone cables. These are
to be hung between the old theoretical
and applie<l mechanic and electrical en-
gineering laboratories and used for ex-
perimental purposes.
Since the air of the electric engineer-
ing laboratory is filled with high fre-
(iuenc>" waves, it has been impossible to
perfo'rm many experiments. By means of
the new copper lined and grounded booth.
\\ hich has just been made, delicate in-
struments can now be used and the tests
carried on more accurately.
12 meeting of the A. S. C. K. lie de-
scribed legal aspects of the work of the
engineer, and described various leatures
of the Osage project.
Saturday, April 18 a group of electrical
engineers attended a joint meeting of the
A. I. E. E. at Rose Polytechnic Institute,
Terre Haute, Indiana. Of the three
schools represented (Purdue, Illinois, and
Rose Polytech), Illinois was best repre-
sented \vith about si.xt>' inen, including
several members of the faculty.
An illustrated talk on railroad electri-
fication, welcome addresses by Rose stu-
dents and a discussion of the Dresser
power plant comprised the morning pro-
gram. At noon a banquet was served at
the school cafeteria, after which the en-
gineers visited the large Dresser steam
generating plant on the west bank of the
Wabash river south of Terre Haute. The
meeting was completed with an inspection
of the Dresser coal mine, a large modern
electrified mine in conjunction with the
power plant.
These annual tri-school meetings have
created a friendly spirit between the two
large schools and the little sister Rose,
whose enrollment is only three hundred.
The first meeting was held at Illinois two
years ago and next \ear Illinois will
again be the host, probably during the
electrical show.
Civil Engineering
Montgomery B. Case, construction en-
gineer with the Port of New ^'ork
.Authority and an alumnus of Illinois,
spoke to the student chapter of the A. S.
C. E. Thursday, April 30 on "Construc-
tion Features of the Hudson River
Bridge."
Ralph W. Street, legal counsel for the
I nion Power and Electric company dur-
ing their work on the BagncU dam and
power plant, was the speaker at the Ma\
Mechanical Engineering
Prof. W'illard attended a meeting ot
the Michigan Chapter of the .•\merican
Society of Heating and \'entilating En-
gineers at Detroit, .April 20. He discussed
Recent Research in Heating and \'entil-
ating at the Cniversitv cd Illinois" be-
fore the chapter.
Prof. W'illard, Prof. Dratz and Mr.
Konjo attended a meeting of the National
Warm .Air Heating .Association held in
the Deahler-Wallick hotel at Columbus,
Ohio, .April 22, 23. Thursday A. M. they
presented a discussion on "Recent Re-
search in .Air Heating at the I'niversitv
of Illinois.
R. F. Larson has prepared a paper (Ui
"The Decomposition of Sodium Carbonate
in Steam Boilers." This paper has been
accepted for publication by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. The
I'jigineering Experiment Station is also
planning on publishing it as a bulletin.
Mr. Paul H. Black whn has been an
instructor in Mechanical Engineering at
the University of Illinois since 1928 has
received his Master of Science degree
from the University of Pittsburg. His
thesis subject was "A Teachable Pre-
sentation of Fundamental Principles of
\'elocity, .Acceleration and Inertia Forces
of Machines."
Prof. Willard has commented as fol-
lows on the changes in radiators in hot
ivater and steam heating. "For the last
iO years the conventional types of cast
iron radiators have been used. Today
radiators made of copper, brass, alum-
inum and new types of cast iron are
being developed. Many of these are de-
signed to set in cabinets or enclosures.
The heating capacity of these new t\pes
has been a great problem to makers and
users.
Ever since we have had radiators it
has been considered that the more steam
a radiator condensed, the better the radia-
tor. Now, as a result of University of
Illinois research, it has been plainh
shown that this idea is erroneous. What
is now desired is a radiator that will
maintain a uniform temperature between
floor and ceiling with a comfortable
temperature at chair level.
Most striking is the fact that the radia-
tor maintaining a small temperature dif-
ferential between floor and ceiling, con-
denses the least steam. While most of the
old types of radiators gave off a large
part of their heat by radiation, the new
Ivpes now being developed give off most
of their heat bv convection."
Prof. A. P.' Krart, M. K. Fabrestock
.iiul E. I.. Broderick are carr\ing on this
investigation under the direction of Prot.
Willard.
Engineering Societies
Keramos held a formal initiation Wed-
nesday, April 1, at the Phi (Jamma Delta
house. The following men were initiated:
I.. Mitchell, graduate; I. 11. Thomas '31;
K. D. Adkins '31; S. M. Slater '31; R.
W. Slaughter '32; G. K. Lowe '32; C.
T. Moore '32; L. A. Trabert '32; H. D.
Frankcl '2; E. C Bourne '32; C. Bru-
ton '32; W. Horak '32; H. B. Burton
'32; W. A. Deringer '32; R. J. Whitesell
'33 and F. R. Matson '33.
Sigma Phi Delta, Professional-Social
Engineering Fraternity, wishes to an-
nounce that it is very anxious to offer its
Chapter House for the use of any engi-
neering society or organization for their
meetings or functions. Several Engineer-
Formal initiation into Pi Tau Pi Sigma,
national signal corps cadet officers fra-
ternity, was held at the .Armory for 14
men. Initiates were: R. B. Bean '32, R.
E. Wendahl '34, C. E. Pritz '33, R. E.
Stewart '33, C. S. Steele '32, E. C. Goo-
rich '32, T. T. Lundberg '32, E. M.
Schaudt '33, M. E. Rada '32, A. E.
Loomis '31, R. K. Williams '32, C. B.
Ross '33, C. P. Wadlev '34, and J. M.
Nash '32.
The annual formal radio dinner dance
was held at the Urbana-Lincoln hotel
.April 17. This novelty dance is one of
the high lights of the fraternity's social
functions.
The student chapter of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers elected
the following officers for the coming
semester at a meeting held March 25:
President, (5. E. Leutwiler '32; vice-presi-
dent, P. D. Morgan '32; secretary, C. .A.
Davis '32; treasurer, .A. C. Hottes '32.
.At a recent meeting of Pi Tau Sigma,
honorary Mechanical Engineering Fra-
ternity, the following five men were in-
itiated: R. J. .Anen, W. H. Dowell, .A.
C. Hottes, P. D. Morgan, and Keith Rich.
The present officers are: President, R. P.
flonold ; vice-president ,C. M. Mac-
kenzie; treasurer, R. H. Newell; record-
ing secretary, C. .A. Davis ; corresponding
secretary, F. M. Somers.
T. & A. M.
Professor J. O. Draffin wrote an article
for "The Military Engineer" for March-
-April, 1931. The title of his article is
"Our Knowledge of Stresses in Ma-
terials." In his article Professor Draffin
traces the development of our knowledge
of mechanics from the year 1638 to the
present time.
(Conlinuid on Paije 20)
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The crime wave, too,
strikes^ a breakwater
»^v"'::-:s
^
Police Ra(li<» is "joiiiinf; the forre" in many a oily— acting as a break-
water in checking the snrge of criminal activity . . .The apparatus the
An alarm! Ilrad- police are using comes »»ut of the telephone workshop. It is logical that
quarters radios it
to cruisinf^ cars.
Western Electric slioiild make the e([uipnient, drawing on a fifty-vcar
experience as manufacturer of telephones for the Bell System . . • Scrv-
This engineer's
ing this vast organization is a huge responsibility. Carrying it out means "prerinct" is a
laboratory.
keeping an open mind on new methotis of manufacture, new sources o£
supply, new channels of distribution. 1 1 means welcoming and taking
Caught— because
the radio sand ,-111 r i i • • i
precious minutes. 1"" advantage of every wortli-wlule an! that modern science offers.
Western Electric
Manujacturers
. Purchasers . . Distributors
SINCE 111:' FOR TUE BELL SYSTEM
-^
14 THK 'nXllNOCRAI'll ALiy. I')M
Study Engineering
In Cool Colorado
r.,.l,.|,,Jn SJlnol of Wuw 1 lo, ,,|,,1 ,n f;.ilJcn
L-iy luol nl" tlu- Rnay M-unl.uii~_ 1[ i. but twelve
miles by paved road to the capital city ol Denver, and but
an hour's drive to the great Continental Divide, with
streams and forests and snow-capped peaks rising to the
^^° The Summer School Engineers
Basic engineering courses in Mathematics, Chemistry,
Physics, English and Design; Courses in Assaying, Geol-
ogy, Analytical Mechanics, Graphic Statics, Strength of
Materials, Thermodynamics, Physical Chemistry, and Plane
and Mine Surveying; Preparatory subjects, for students de-
ficient in entrance requirements. Advanced Algebra, Solid
Geometry, Chemistry and Physics, are offered at the Cola-
rado School of Mines Summer Session from
July 6 to August 28, I93I
This summer session is given especially for students
who wish to make up work or to secure additional credits.
All work is conducted by the regular faculty of the School
of Mines. For complete description of class room courses,
and field work offered in the summer session, write to
the Registrar for "Quarterly Group L-2."
Colorado School o£ Mines ttitt^ko
School of Mineral Industries
BAUSC
C LOMB
PORPRECISIOH
Only the highest
degree of precision
obtainable permits
the mechanical mar-
vels that industry
takes for granted.
The Bausch &C Lomb
Optical Comparator,
accurate to .00005
inch, provides a quick
and dependable check
on virtually infinites-
imal dimensions.
Water Softening Tank
( ('.iiiiliiiuij from I'lii/i- ')
j
rings, (ily'z". ly. IV. aiul 4S'j" liigli rcspt-ctivi-ly,
each coiiiposcti of ciglit sections and niaiic of vx" flat
rolled steel. After the sections were put in |iiace, the
scams were btitt-welded.
The in\erted 4.T° cone at the bottom. 29'-U" in
diameter and 8'-6" deep, fitted onto tile cyhnder at its
base, the'etlge of the cone being welded to the first ring
of the cjlinder. The cone came in si.xteen .sections and
LAyouT or NficMe mrep sorrmee
Fiijurc 2
was weldeil after being placed in |iosition. Due to .some
miscalculations the cone sections did not close, leaxing
a gap about one inch wide. A nairow strip was inserted
and welded.
Inside of the tank was a second cylinder, 12'-0" in
diameter at the bottom and 8'-0" in diameter at the top,
supported by two 20"-I-65.4t1i beams butt-welded to the
first ring of the outer cylinder. This beam support also
had to be strong enough to hold a twenty ton heater that
was placed on top of the inner cylinder.
A considerable amount of time was required in weld-
ing all the .seams and joints, more than had been an-
ticipated. In order to speed up the work, more welders
were added to the force until there were si.\ welders and
three welding machines, the weldens working alternate
shifts day and night. The welding finally caught up
with the other construction, and the job was soon ready
for the placing of the heater.
The type chosen was a deaerating heater, made by
the Elliott Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., 96" in diameter
and 10'-9" high. A series of pronged trays in the
heater help to mix the raw water, steam, and chemicals,
•ind :it the same time remove the excess oxygen from the
;;r Mill. Tlicie were 50 trays, each weighing 200 pounds,
a total ot \\\v tons. The heater alone weighed fifteen
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Putting Ideas
On a Practical Basis
THE Dow organic laboratory is an almost indispensable
part of the Dow plant, as it is here that most organic
processes originate. Here equipment is developed to estab-
lish a practical plant process before building production
equipment. Here, too, many new processes are created,
and improvements made in old, established methods.
In this laboratory, some 40 men are engaged in putting
ideas on a practical basis. Every facility is available, and
every support given to permit the development of indi-
vidual ideas. Research finds plenty of support at Dow.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
I<> '111 TlX'llNOCkAl'II Mfiy. 1 93
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tons. The lii'atcr raised the temperatures of the raw-
water to 213.3 1'., and maintained this temperature by
means of a constant steam pressure.
It was a rather difificult job to t;et the lieatei- in
pl.icc—raising a bulky fifteen ton object fifty feet into
the air. Althoufih a stronger crane with a 70 foot boom
was borrowed from a bridge job nearby, the operator
could not booni down far enough, after getting tlie
heater into the air, to place it directly on the base pro-
vided for it. Consequently while the heater hung in mid-
air, ropes were fastened arount it and the heater was
pulled into place by block and tackle. The fnc tons of
trays were then put into the heater singly.
A tew da\s later one of the men noticed that tlie
base ring of the outer cylinder had been pulled up about
a y^" from the grouting. Four outstanding reasons were
offered: (1) Dcfjection of the 20" I beams. (2) Pull-
ing heater into place. (.?) Walking and pounding on
tank after heater was in place. (4) Unequal bearing
while placing heater. The first reason offered was be-
lieved to be correct because it was found upon further
examination that the lower ring was distorted where the
20" I beams were welded. Since there was no damage
done, and little chance of any trouble in the future, the
distortion was disregarded and the base ring re-grouted.
The steel framing for the heater floor above the tank
was next assembled, supported by angles welded to the
side of the outer cylinder.
The placing of the heater completed the erection of
the tank proper, and the tank must then be tested. It
had to pass two tests: (1) Tank must be subjected to
15tt)/ square inch air pressure, and outside seams painted
with soap suds. (2) Fill with water and add lOtb square
inch pressure above the water. I nder both of these con-
ditions the tank must be tight.
During the first test, on Septenihcr .i. l'',>0, one of
j^l/iA/' OF CH£MJCAL HOVSt' UWCe NICKAJ? TMiT
Figure 3
the seams of the cone split for a length of two feet.
Several leaks in the welding along other scams and
around the heater gasket were also found. These were
At your Service
in the world's two Largest Hotels
.... Carbondale Refrigeration
THE ST. GEORGE
Brooklyn, N. Y.
THE STEVENS
('liicago. III.
CONDITIONING air; freezing ice; cooling drinking water, refrigerators and cold storage
1 ooms ; freezing ice cream—such is the service rendered by Carbondale at the Stevens, the
world's largest hotel. And now at the St. George, the largest hotel in greater New York, second
only to the Stevens, Carbondale Refrigeration is providing comfort for the thousands of guests.
No greater testimonial could be extended to Carbondale than the selection of its refrigerating equip-
ment for these leaders in the hotel field. Architects, engineers and owners have confidence in Carbon-
dale equipment—confidence that is based on performance over a period of more than 35 years, in e\ery
business and industry that uses refrigeration.
The assistance of our engineering department is freely offered in helping to appi\' the most efficient
refrigerating system for any cooling, freezing, or air conditioning need.
/7)^ ('arhoiulali's I'nlual T'K-in ('ylinJir linmoiiia Rrfrit/rralint/ %-f^
^-^ Mat/iiiii-s an- iisiJ iil llir iicii- Vnivcrsily of Illinois Skalinij Ritik J^
THE CARBONDALE MACHINE COMPANY
(' urbandalc. Pa. Branches in principal citii
AIJSKIJITION .\M> (OMI'KKSSUtN AMMCIMA ( AKM \( 1» S\STK,'M.S AM) C O-' (OMI'KKSSKIN ^VSTl:M^
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soon rcpairi-il and rlu- iu-\t test showi'il all to hi- satis-
factory.
Thf tank and lu-ater lia\ inj; been [ilacfd and tested,
the next step was to assemble the many pipes and fittings,
\arying in size from 1" to 16". To the heater had to
be connected a 12" steam main from the boilers, an S"
raw water line from the river, and a 1" line from the
chemical tanks. A 6" sludge line had to be connected to
the bottom of the cone by means of a 16"xb" reducing
ell, and sludge return pipes to the side of the cone for
forcing out precipitated matter. A 10" draw-off line
was connected to the side of the tank at the top to take
off the treated water the filters. There is also a sight
overflow line from the top of the tank to the sewer.
The working space available was rather limited, and no
small amount of planning was necessary to get all the
lines connected properly.
The top of the tank and the heater were then covered
with 2" of magnesium block for insulation, and the sides
of the reaction tank covered with 2" of hair-felt.
The process employed to soften the water was the
sodium carbonate chemical treatment. The chemicals
used are prepared in tanks below the reaction tank.
Figure 3 shows a plan of the chemical house. The sodium
carbonate and lesser quantities of other chemicals are
thoroughly mixed with treated water and pumped up to
the heater. The proportioning apparatus is regulated
\ery accurately to deliver the exact amount of chemicals
needed to fully treat the water. The quality of the raw
river water fluctuated and many analyses of samples and
changes of the proportioning apparatus were necessary.
After the raw water, steam, and chemicals are mixed
in the heater, the whole passes down through the inner
cylinder (figure 2), becoming thoroughly mixed in doing
POWER, ELECTRICAL AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY
In Many Fields
There is probably no other manufacturing plant in
the world producing such a diversity of machinery as
Allis-Chalmers. In addition to building steam and
hydraulic turbine generator units for producing elec-
tric power, transformers and switchgear to facilitate
its handling and motors to utilize it, Allis-Chalmers
also builds machinery for all of the basic industries.
It is on even bet that your morning cereal and the
flour in your bread were produced with Allis-Chalmers
machinery. The same is true of the lumber, the
cement, the crushed stone, mineral products, and
many other materials you see every day.
Products of Allis-Chalmers
Power Equipment, Steam and Hydraulic Turbines, Steam,
Gas and Oil Ensines, Condensers, Centrifusal Pumps,
Pumping Engines — Electrical Machinery, Motors,
Generators, Transformers, Switchgear - Mining
and Metallurgical Machinery: Steam and Elec-
trical Hoists, Timber Preserving Machinery;
Crushing and Cement Machinery; Flour
and Saw Mi 1 1 Machinery, Texrope Drives;
farm, Industrial and Crawler Tractors;
Agricultural Machinery
/^LLIS-CHAILMERS M/INUFACTURINGfO.
I MII.\A/AUKeE, WIS. U.S.A. V>
DYNAMITE CLEARS THE W AY FOR MODERN
ENGINEERING \V ONDERS
Ihtriiifi thf ftirls \uifif^ iij ihf i/..r,/„.,„.,i,l,„;..
How dii Pont Explosives
helped to build the
LARGEST EARTH l»A>f
IN THE WORLII
THE gigantic barrier, built on the Saluda River
near Columbia, South Carolina, is capable of
backing up 750 billion gallons of water for hydro-
electric power. Eleven million cubic yards of earth
were poured into the dam to make this possible.
In building this great dam, the first task was to
construct three miles of railroad to the site. Next
came excavation for the penstocks. Thirty-three
thousand yards of rock bad to be removed. Here,
particularly, explosives proved invaluable. DuPont
Explosives were on the job.
This is but one of hundreds of great engineering
marvels that are made possible through Dynamite.
The engineer of tomorrow needs to know all there
is to know about dynamite . . . the tool that helps
to build skyscrapers, bridges, dauis, subways,
tunnels, roads and railroads.
How can you know more . . . now . . . while you're
still in college? Write the du Pont Company for
a coi)y of The Blasters^ Handbook. This book
contains a wealth of information about explosives
. . . information gathered in one lumdred an<l
twenty-eight years' experience in making and im-
proving explosives. It is compact . . . handy.
It is used in the class-rooms of leading technical
institutions. Thr Blasters' Ilandbuuk is awaiting
your request. \\ rile for it.
EXPLOSIVES
K.l.m l'0\TI)KNKM()rKS&CO..IN(:.,K.\,>lo9ivesDept..Wllminglon,Del.
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The Skatiiii* Kink
I {'tinlniuiJ jtinn I'ti/jt d)
these cinders a 0" concrete lloor is laid connecting with
the inside wall of the tunnel. Then a 2" layer of sand
is put on top of it to support the skating Hoor. The
skating floor is 3^1." in thickness, laid in thirty-two
()'.\125' sections in which are imbedded about 15 miles
of 1'4" P'Pt". l'ii<l <"i ^lA" centers, through which the
freezing brine flows. The mix of the concrete in this
top slab is of cement, sand and steel turnings in the pro-
portion of 1 '\y>'\y>; the steel turnings amount to about
10 pounds to the square foot. The expansion and contrac-
tion of the concrete Hoor due to the freezing mixture
necessitated the design of the floor slabs with these nar-
row strips, between which are strips of brass used as
expansion joins. This coefficient of expansion also made
it necessary to use a floor separate from the rest of the
building. The thin surface of the concrete above the
pipe (I'x") will not hinder the freezing of the water
upon its surface and will permit the use of the building
tor other purposes in the early fall and late spring and
summer.
The balcony will consist of five rows of wooden seats
along the full length and on either side of the arena.
The floor will be of concrete with iron ship treads pro-
vided on the steps and in the aisles. A colored cement
base will be used along the brick walls. The balcony
railing will be of concrete with pipe railings. The seat-
ing capacity will be 1200 persons and another 1200 can
be accommodated by using temporary stands on the floor.
The inside walls will be of unfinished brick and the
ceiling w-ill alternate with wood and celotex.
The service building contains locker rooms, showers
and the machinery room. The machine room will be
equipped with two compressors, two brine pumps, one
vacuum pump, one bilge pump, and one brine cooler.
The brine tank will be placed in a concrete-brick
chamber. The inside of the locker rooms will be finished
with tile.
The first floor of the service building will contain
the check room, telephone booths, lunch counters,
kitchen, women's rest room, skaters' benches, and direc-
tors' room. All steam and electricity will be furnished
by the University, the steam coming from the power
plant and connecting with its network at the east end of
the Armory.
The elevation of the building from the sidewalk to
the roof will be 49'-2" with the walls laid in Flemish
bond of Danville red brick and buff' Indiana sandstone,
using white cement for mortar bond. The landscape
will be terraced with a 2'-8" slope up to the building
in between its many wide stone step entrances.
Illinois will be the only Big Ten university to have
such an elaborate skating rink. Michigan is the only
other Hig Ten uni\ersity which has a modern rink of its
own, the Wolverines buying an old building and fitting
it up. Minnesota rents a commercial indoor rink for
twenty-five nights during the winter in addition to out-
door rinks.
Intercollegiate ice hocke\' ma\' eventually be intro-
duced but the primary purpose is recreation for all and
varsity hockey will never be permitted to usurp the rink.
From November 1 to April 1 it is expected to be busy
most of the day. Skating will be added to the thirteen
optional activities in which all freshman and sophomores
may register and intramural hockey teams will be or-
ganized. A small fee will be charged for pleasure skat-
ing to assist in defraying the upkeep, which will be ap-
proximately $10,000 a year.
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84-S
STANDARD BUILDING
MIXERS
Ceixbxii TRixirtg. Plcinis
''RANSOME is the
Mixer for
Central Mixing Plants''
Someone is pretty sure to say this
when big operators of Centra!
Mixing Plants meet together.
Ransome was the first to put out a
three yard size and repeat orders
are proving how well the Ransome
84-S does its job.
The following Central Mixing
Plants, after using their first three-
yard Ransome have purchased a
second Ransome-
—
READY MIXED CONCRETE COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Pa.
SUPER CONCRETE CORPORATION
Washington, D C
GEORGE M. BREWSTER »•. ^ON, Inc.
Bogota, N. J.
N. RYAN COMPANY Inc.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
GUARANTEED CONCRETE COMPANY
St. Paul, Minn.
Charles 5. Warner Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. have recently
ordered two 3-yard Ransomes for
their plants.
Send for Bulletin «I22 before you buy
a mixer for a central mixing plant.
Ransome Concrete Machinery Company
Dunellen i850-Service for 81 Years- I93I ^ew Jersey
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Brains for Boilers
A few years ago when a steam power plant underwent
a heavy load demand, grimy firemen would work feverishly
to keep pace with the cry for more steam. By their back
breaking labor, six men could bring twelve 100 H. P. boilers
from bank to full load in one hour. Coal and air were fed
to the furnaces with little regard to combustion efficiency.
In modern central stations,the conditions are vastlydifferent.
The huge pulverized fuel fired boilers need practically no
human aid when equipped with Bailey Automatic Control.
As the load changes, the correct speed changes are made
on fans, fuel feeders and pulverizers. A 3000 H. P. boiler
can be brought from minimum load to full load in less than
10 minutes time when necessary. Most important, however,
Bailey Meter Control constantly maintains highest com-
bustion efficiency consistent with economical operation.
Modern boilers can think— their brains are the Bailey
Meter Control System.
Write for Bullefin No. 12
BAILEY METER CO. - Cleveland, Ohio
Departniciit Notes
(CiintinuiJ Imm I'm/,- 12)
riu- Wall iiivestiKatiiiii i^ progressing rapidly. Twenty-six
of the Lirgr wall panels (6 feet wide and 10 feet high) and 20
of ihe small panels (1 foot 1 inch wide and 4 feet high) have
lieen tested in the new 3,000,000 pound tnarhine. A total of 71
large wall panels and 40 small wall panels are to be tested.
The concrete blocks have been mostly manufactured locally but
some of the blocks in the smaller sizes were only manufactured
in Dallas, Texas, and Memphis, Tennessee. Some of the special
shaped blocks have a recessed edge to allow the use of header
courses in lying a brick veneer to a concrete backing wall.
BAILEY METERS AND CONTROL ON A 1350 LB. PRESSURE BOILER
b:
The Illinois section of the American Water Works Associa-
n met in Hloomington April 28 and 29. Two University of
iruiis men are officers, Prof. F.nger being chairman and Prof.
ilaud being secretary of the section. Four Iniversity of Illi-
is men presented papers.
Prof. Habbitt—"Water Softening at Bloomington."
W. D. (ierbcr—"Sprinkler Systems for Private Fire Protec-
n and a Method for Making E(|uitable Charge for the
rvice.
Or. A. M. Buswell—"Effect of Bloomington Surface Supply
Locomotive Operation. (Slimpses of World Water Works."
Prof. r. W. Ilottes was the principal speaker at the annual
n(|uet. I lis subject was "Big Trees in California."
EXCINEI-RINO RecEP1I0\
A get-together party for all faculty members in the egineer-
irig school, and their wives and sweethearts was held in the
upper parlors of the Woman's Building Monday evening, April
27 from 6:50 to 10:30 p. m. This is the first time the reception
has been held since 1929 because of Dean Ketchum's illness last
year. A really enjoyable time was had by those in attendance
and it was felt by all that the reception accomplished its pur-
pose very well. The surpose is to give the faculty members an
opportunity to become better ac(iuainted with each other.
After a delicious dinner, \vhich was prepared by the Pres-
byterian Church Circle of I'rbana, a half hour was devoted to
getting ac<iuainted. An "all-engineering" chorus presented
several numbers including, "Sing, Sing, Bird on the Wing," "To
Vou," a solo by Lawerence Smith, and the "Engineers Barn-
yard Song." The chorus was under the direction of Mrs. C.
Springer and was accompanied with the piano by Mrs. F. E.
Richart. Mrs. T. E. O'Donnell presented two songs, "Ah, Sweet
Mystery of Life" and "One Alone." Mrs. Crandell accompanied
Mrs. O'Donnell on the piano.
After the musical portion of the entertainment had been
finished a short comedy, "Rendezvous" was presented by the
following people: Mr. Scheuerman, Mrs. Casberg, Mrs. Tuthill,
Mrs. Keener, Lawerence Smith, Mr. Babbitt, Mr. Knight. The
play was presented under the direction of Mr. Crandell.
The entertainment was concluded with dancing, the music
being furnished by Sands' orchestra.
Ceramics
Research on electrical porcelain is being carried on under
the direction of Prof. Parmelee and through the aid of the
I'tilities Research of Chicago. The experimental work is being
conducted by A. J. Monack with the assistance of L. A. Shard-
low and D. H. Wamsley. At present studies are being made
of the properties of cement used in assembling insulators with
particular reference to volume changes resulting from tempera-
ture and moisture absorption. Prof. J. O. Kraehenbuehl of the
electrical engineering department has co-operated in the study
of dielectric strength of the electrical porcelains.
Investigations on the properties of the spinels will soon be
completed. Twelve or more different spinel compounds have
been synthesized, and at least two of these had not been previ-
ouslv reported. These iiiclude aluminates, chronites and ferrites
of various oxides. The physical properties of these compounds,
which are interesting on account of their refractoriness and re-
sistance to chemical action, have been determined. A. E. Badger
is conducting the investigation under the supervisio[i of Proi.
Parmelee.
The investigation of boiler slag refractories and the action
of coal-ash slags has been completed under Prof. R. K. Hursh,
and the sponsorship of the A. S. M. E. In addition to obtain-
ing the relative resistance of commercial refractories to slag
action, series of special fire brick were tested representing the
variations in method of manufacture. The coal-ash slags used
in the investigation represent six different coal districts and
have varied widely in composition and properties.
Prof. Parmelee, head of the department, is on his way to
I'.ngland and expects to be there about the middle of May. He
has been enjoying the sights and climate in Italy.
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llie Engineer and the Railroads
(Conliniiiit frnm I'lu/r S}
avoidance of confusion. To do a thing, clear rlie mind,
make a clean cut picture of the thing to be done; build
a formula that will fit the undertakini; ; organize voui
effort ; .shut out everything else and turn on the steam.
Accomplishment is certain."
It has been my observation that most engineers e.\-
|iress themselves poorly in both writing and speaking,
more particularly in speaking when attempting to address
an assemblage of any size or to speak in public.
The ability to express one's thoughts in clear, con-
cise language is one which should be cidtivated and par-
ticidarU the ability to "think on \our feet" and on occa-
sion to speak in public without embarr.assment to your
self or your audience.
To sum up the situation as 1 see it from my position
as a railroad officer I would say that youi- engineering
education lays the foundation for >our future woik and
should train you to search for and face facts, to become
clear and logical thinkers controlled by common sense in
the application of those facts to human endeavor and
lequirements.
You will learn exactness of metliod and acquire
capacity for correct analysis and xour knowledge thus
seemed should develop that character and integrity with-
out which all other education is lost.
4-0N/>
SINCE 1676
The College of Engineering debate team lost the de-
cision to the team representing the College of Lducation,
in the second round of the Intramural contest Tuesdav,
.May r
STANDARD BY WHICH
QUALITY IS JUDGED
in allforms of
RUBBER INSULATED WIRE and CABLE
VARNISHED CAMBRIC WIRE andCABLE
IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE
AND TAPES
manufactured bj/
'< THE '^
:onite Com
miteCallender Cabl
H AVENUE, NEW YO|
Gauging . .
.
accuracy is the watchword
A Jenkins valve is machined to a stand-
ard of accuracy that permits complete
interchangeability. Continual, systematic
gauging assures perfect fit of every part.
The assembled valve is a strong, leak-tight
unit that gives long-term performance . . .
Jenkins Valves are made in standard, me-
dium and extra heavy patterns for practi-
cally every valve requirement.
Send for a booklet descriptive of Jenkins
Valves for any type of building in which
you may be interested. Jenkins Bros., 80
White St., New York... 52-i Atlantic Ave.,
Boston ... I 33 N. 7th St., Philadelphia . .
.
646 Washington Boulevard, Chicago . . .
1121 N. San Jacinto, Houston. . .Jenkins
Bros., Ltd., Montreal . . . London.
Systematic gauging governs every one
of the many machining operations
during the making ofa Jenkins Valve.
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A. N. TAi.nor, c.c. '81, pnilcsMir-fiiieri
tus of civil enp;iiieeriiiK, was one of the
recipients of the honorary deRree of
Doctor of I.aws conferred at the installa-
tion of Doctor Marry W'oodbnrn (^hase
as president of the I'liiversity of Illinois
Mav 1, 1931. Mli.o S. Khtciium, c.e. '9\
dean of the College of EiiKineeriiig, in
presenting Talliot for his degree said:
"Arthur N'ewell Talliot, is a native son
of the state of Illinois, a graduate of ihc
fniversity with the class of 1881, a mein-
l>cr of the engineering faculty of his alma
mater since 188>, and a civil engineer of
international reputation. With his well-
trained mind and his high ideals, he has
had an outstanding intlucnce in develop-
ing high standards of engineering educa-
tion in the I'niversity and in the natiim.
"He was a pioneer in iiitroducing lab-
oratory instruction in engineering ma-
terials and applied mechanics in the en-
gineering curriculum and he has been a
leader in developing engineering re-
search, both in universities and in the in-
dustries.
"The first bulletin of the Engineering
Experiment station was written by Pro-
fessor Talbot and it was followed b>
more than twenty-five bulletins on rein-
forced concrete, hydraulics, mechanics of
materials, and properties of materials,
that have contributed in a large measure
to the reputation of the Engineering Ex-
periment station and have given Professor
Talbot a national and international repu-
tation as a leader in engineering re-
search.
"Professor Talbot's researches on rail-
road track and reinforced concrete have
resulted in great savings to the railroads
and to other industries and have con-
tributed greatlv to the saving of life and
to the betterment of mankind. In addition
to his rniversity duties. Professor Talbot
has carried on an active engineering
practice and has maintained a close con-
tact with engineers and engineirlng
societies.
"One of his early achievements was the
invention and development of the septic
tank for the treatment of sewage. Pro-
fessor Talbot has served as consulting en-
gineer on many important commissions,
the most important of which were the
San Francisco bridge committee and the
(lalveston Causeway.
"Professor 'Talbot's accomplishments
have brought him many honors, including
election as president of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the American
Society for 'Testing Materials, and the
Society for the Promotion of Engineering
Education. He has been made an honor-
ary member of a long list of engineering
societies which includes the .American
Society of Civil Engineers, the .American
Society for Testing Materials, and the
.American Water Works association.
"He has been the recipient of many
distinguished awards and medals, in en-
gineering, including the Turner medal
for his investigations in reinforced con-
crete, the Franklin institute medal for his
investigations for the stresses in railroad
track, and the Washington award for his
contribution to engineering education and
to the welfare of mankind.
"Professor Talbot was given the honor-
ary degree of doctor of science by the
I'niversity of Pennsylvania in 1915 and
ihe honorary degree of engineering by (he
I niversity of Michigan in 1916.
'.Arthur Newell 'Talbot, civil engi-
neer, teacher, research investigator, author,
a man of vision, a man of high ideals,
beloved by all who have known him, and
a friend of mankind, the 1'nivest.ity
senate presents for the honorary degree,
doctor of laws."
.A. N. T.M.ROi'
MoMnoMERV B. Cask, c.e. '06, con-
struction engineer for the Port of New
York Authority, addressed the members
of the student chapter of the .American
Society of Civil Engineers at their meet-
ing on .April 30. His lecture had for its
title, "The Hudson River Bridge." Case
is one of the outstanding bridge and
lunnel construction men in the countrv,
having charge of all such work in the
slate of New N'ork.
D. Lksi.ie Chanev, c.e. '24, is with the
Missouri Portland Cement company at
St. Louis, Missouri. He also teaches me-
chanical drawing at the Roosevelt high
school night school.
John- Donaldson', c.e. '16, is a contract-
ing engineer with the Chicago Bridge and
Iron works, and is located in Houston,
Texas.
CiiARi.j-S II. Nicoi.Ki, C.e. '81, has since
his retirement three years ago, been
located in I.aSalle, Illinois. He had at
that time completed thirty years' work
with the Matthiessen and Hegelar Zinc
company. Previous work had included
engagements with the .A. T. and S. F.,
Illinois Central, Union Pacific, Fort
Worth and Rio Clrande, Malad Valley
and Northern railroads, and the Hear
River Canal company. He had also been
city engineer of I.aSalle.
EnwiN Boi.i,ER,arch. '84, who has served
as an engineer in the war department, has
now retired. His work as a government
architect has taken him to the orient and
to the large cities of this country, the last
fifteen years being spent in Philadelphia.
Oeorck E. Row, m.c. '96, is structural
engineer for the Paxton and \'eirling
Iron works, Omaha, Nebraska.
Richard B. Ketchum, c.e. '96, is dean
of the School of Mines at the University
of t'tah, Salt Lake Citv.
A. W. Mii.i.AR, m.e. '97, is assistant
dean of the college of mechanics and en-
gineering at the University of Wisconsin.
Theodore Kisiner, arch. '97, of Los
.Angeles, is one of the leading school
architects in the country. He has been
asked by the United States commissioner
of education to visit various cities and to
inspect school buildings and to help make
a national survey. He recently attended
the first meeting of the commission in con-
nection with the N. E. A. convention.
.A. \\'. .Aii.ts, c.e. '04, is working in
the firm of W. M. .Allen Son and Com-
pany on the construction of the new addi-
tion to the First National Bank building
in Peoria. B. L. Hui.sers '02, R. j.
HorcHiss '97, and Mark fl. Whimever
'99, are architects who will design the
new ten-storv addition.
Doioi.AS Graham, e.e. '06, is president
and treasurer of the Red-War Battery
company, Dayton, Ohio. He was former-
h vice-president and treasurer of the
Day-Fan Electric company, now the
(leneral Motors Electric corporation.
Samiei. H. Websier, c.e. '06, is pro-
fessor of civil engineering at Rhode
Island State college, Kingston, Rhode
Island.
C. C. Wn I.IAMS, c.e. '07, is dean of the
College of Engineering at the University
of Iowa.
Ira L. Rush, arch. '15, has offices in
both Minot and Bismark, North Dakota.
He is working on the plans for a new
ccnirthouse for the latter city.
/'Ai/
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STOCKHAKfriTTINCS
for straight Itnes^and strength
WM. II. STOCKIIAM,
-B,-) . . . Kounilc
MRS. KATE F. STOCKIIAM,
-R.-,. I)ir<-<ti
II. C. STOCKIIAM, ex -09 . . Prrxidrr
I). W. .STOCKHAM, -21
. Vice-I>rc»idon
K.J. STOCKIIAM. ex 26 . . Se. r.-l,.r
<;. PETESCII. ex '19 .... A>.»iK|iin
General Manatier of Sale
The Stockham superlative quality staud-
ard has placed a new measure upon
pipe fitting requirements. No longer will
"any make" of fittings do for the man
who takes pride in his work and has no
time to waste. Today, Stockham Accu-
racy, that makes it easy to build straight
lines with tight joints, is the measure of
true value. Be sure the name Stockham
is on the fittings you buy, for then you
may be certain of the dependability
that you have a right to demand in the
materials you use.
STOCKHAM PIPE & FITTINGS CO.
li'trmin^ham
. Alabama
Slocks in Boston. Vric York. Chirago, Houston,
Los Angeles
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KOEHRING AUTOCYCLE PAVER
APIONEER and a leader among pavers, theKoehring leads in basic developments—the
latest of which is the Koehring autocycle.
Just as Koehring developed the boom and
bucket, batchmeter, and the five action re-
mixing principle—Koehring developed the auto-
cycle, a principle for automatically controlling
the cycle of charging, mixing and discharging,
creating entirely new standards of efficiency in
paver operation.
The Koehring autocycle is a means of providing
a fast, exact automatic sequence of batchmeter-
timed operations. It makes the most of every
mmute and provides an ample factor of safety.
Time is saved at both ends of the cycle, in charg-
ing the materials and in discharging and placing
the concrete, resulting in increased output per
day.
The concrete roadbuilding industry has experi-
enced the importance of this principle—the
Koehring autocycle of charging, mixing, dis-
charging. The industry knows the Koehring is
more than merely a paver—that it is a plus
service rendered, that it sets the pace on a con-
crete paving project, that it produces standard-
ised dominant strength concrete of unvarying
uniformity!
KOEHRING
Pavers, Mixers; Power Shovels,
Pull Shovels, Cranes, Draglines;
Dumptors.
INSLEY
Excavators; Concrete Placing
Equipment; Cars, Buckets,
Derricks.
T. L. SMITH
Tilting and Non-tilting Mixers,
Pavers, Weigh-Mix.
PARSONS
Trenchers, Backfillers.
C. H. & E.
Portable Saw Rigs, Pumps,
Hoists, Material Elevators,
Ditchers.
KWIKMIX
Mixers — Concrete, Piaster and
Mortar.
N. E. C. Mud-Jack
National Equipment
Corporation N.30th St&W Concordia Ave.Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Where college days end,
Opportunity begins
Student engineers who graduate this year will soon be
called upon to use their knowledge for the benefit of In-
dustry, either in the designing of machinery or in select-
ing equipment to meet advanced production demands.
No matter which of these responsibilities may ultimately
become yours, you will find in Timken Bearings one of
your most powerful weapons with which to fight fric-
tion; power and lubricant wastage; inefficient operation;
excessive maintenance expense and rapid depreciation.
Whatever you require anti-friction bearings to do,
Timkens will do with utmost effectiveness.
Because of Timken tapered construction, Timken posi-
tively aligned rolls and Timken-made steel, they carry
all types of loads—all radial, all thrust or both together
in any combination.
Industry has signified its approval of Timken Bearings
by selecting them for its toughest jobs in all types of
machinery. The Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, O.
miis. nwsi^MmMMm
56,250-kv-a. hydroelectric gen-
erator now being installed at
the Ariel Plant of the North-
west Electric Coi7ipany, on
"test" hefore being shippn!
flu
One Power Giant
for a Million Lamps
JOIN US IN THE GENERAL
ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BROAD-
CAST EVERY SATURDAY EVE-
NING ON A NATION-WIDE
N.B.C. NETWORK
A'V'T'HEN the waters of the great Northwest turn the
^^ wheels of this vast machine— and at only two rev-
olutions per second— enough energy will be furnished to
light a million lamps. The huge 56,250-kv-a. hydroelectric
generator is 37 feet in diameter and weighs 440 tons.
After being set up, this generator was balanced, tested for
losses and overspeed, and was adjusted— all by recruit engi-
neering graduates, supervised by experienced "Heads of
Test."
Each year many college men discard their caps and gowns
for the experience to be gained by actual test of major
G-E apparatus in the different factories. Having completed
this postgraduate course, which helps fit them for future
responsible positions, these men will be largely intrusted
with the research, design, planning, supervision of con-
struction, and sale of this equipment.
GENERAL• ELECTRIC
G F, N E R A L ELECTRIC COMPANY, C H K N E C T A D Y , N E W YORK
